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ABSTRACT 
After describing the principles of the "in pool" and 
"dry" installations, techniques used in neutron radiogra-
phy are reviewed. Use of converter foils with silver halide 
films for the direct and transfer methods is described. 
Advantages of the use of nitrocellulose film for radiogra-
phying radioactive objects are discussed. Dynamic imaging 
methods are shortly reviewed. Standardization in the field 
of neutron radiography (ASTM and Euratom Neutron Radio-
graphy Working Group) is described. Many of the low and 
medium flux research reactors are used for neutron radio-
graphy. The paper reviews European and North American NR 
installations together with their main fields of use. 
Future possibilities of use of neutron radiography at 
research reactors in various scientific, industrial and 
other fields are finally mentioned. 
PRINCIPLES OF NEUTRON RADIOGRAPHY 
All radiographic methods, whether making use of X-rays, camma-
rays or neutrons are based en the same general principle: that 
radiation is attenuated on passing through matter. The object under 
examination is placed in the incident radiation beam. After passing 
through, the beam that remains enters a detector that registers the 
fraction of the initial radiation intensity that has been attenuated, 
by each pcint in the object. Any inhomogencity in the object or an 
internal defect (such as e.g. void, crack, porosity or inclusion) 
2 
will show up as a change in radiation intensity reaching the de-
tector. 
Thus detection of defects in radiography is based on the obser-
vation of differences in radiation intensity after passing through 
the object under examination. This occurs according to the basic 
lav of radiation attenuation: 
J = J e'v% 
o 
The radiation attenuation coefficient u shows a continous curve for 
X-rays (over a wide range of wavelengths). This is not true, how-
ever, for neutrons and it happens that adjacent atomic number ele-
ments such as bcron and carbon show for example marked differences 
in neutron attenuation. Because of this it is possible to detect 
hydrogen in zirconium. Convcrsly, dense materials such as lead, 
tungsten, or uranium are relatively easy to penetrate by neutrons. 
Another important advantage of neutron radiography is the possibi-
lity of examining radioactive objects such as spent fuel elements 
directly. 
RADIATION SOURCES 
There are three sources of neutrons available for neutron radio-
graphy: accelerators, radioisotopes and nuclear reactors. Only the 
latter will be reviewed below. At present nuclear reactors provide 
the most intense neutron beams and therefore can produce neutron 
radiographs of the highest quality. 
Two types of neutron radiographic facilities are used with nu-
clear reftctors. In the "in pool" facility the whole neutron radio-
graphic installation is immersed in the pool of the reactor. Here, 
irradiated reactor fuel rods, removed from the reactor core, are 
transferred to the neutron radiographic facility, where they are 
examined without removing them from the reactor pool. 
In the "dry" type facility a neutron beam taken out of the core 
of the reactor is used outside the reactor for neutron radiography. 
NEUTRON RADIOGRAPHIC TECHNIQUES 
As in X- or gama-radiography, X-ray film is the medium for 
producing neutron radiographs. For radiographying radioactive 
materials the nitrocellulose film is also used. 
Unfortunately, neutron-- have very little direct effect on phot-
graphic film. Thus an intensifying screen of some kind is needed to 
improve the speed of the film. The nitrocellulose film must also be 
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Fig. 1. "In pool" and "dry" reactor radiographic facility 
used with a converter screen, as neutrons do not directly affect 
this type of fil«. 
Of the many existing methods of recording neutron .mages, 
only those which are widely used in practice will be described here. 
They are the following: the direct and transfer technique using 
metal converter foils with X-ray film and the track-etch technique 
using nitrocellulose fil*. The properties of metals used as conver-
ter foils for the direct and transfer techniques are summarized as 
follows: 
Material: ,fid ;
 åtJn> tø>py* Thermal neutron absorption coef-
ficient: 140.3; 0.73; 3«01 mm" . Predominant nuclear reaction: 
(n/y). Half-life of radiation emitter: prompt; 54 min; 2.5 h. Type 
and energy of radiation: KfT, 71 kcV (main); f, 1.28 MeV (max); 
B", 1.00 MeV (max). 
Information about other techniques used in neutron radiography 
can be found in numerous references on the subject (e.g.,in [1,2,3,41• 
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Direct Exposure Technique 
In the direct exposure technique a metal converter foil is pla-
ced in contact with X-ray film during the actual exposure (fig. 2). 
Usually, a single gadolinium back screen is used. This screen emits 
Fig. 2. Neutron radiographic techniques 
gamma-radiation on absorbing neutrons. The gammas in the spectrum 
from gadolinium are suitable for producing electrons by internal 
conversion. Those low-energy electrons essentially expose only the 
emulsion facing the gadolinium. Single coated slow X-ray films are 
therefore used with the direct technique. 
At present a single, 25 um thick back screen is used. The 
screen is usually laminated to aluminium to facilitate handling. 
Vapour-phase deposited screens are also available, protected with 
a sapphire coating 1 um thick. To assure good contact between the 
film and screen vacuum cassettes are used. 
With the direct exposure technique, using Gd converter foil, a 
spatial resclution of about 12 vm can be achieved. A typical thermal 
neutron exposure for a slow, single coated X-ray film and a single 
25 um Cd screen is about 10* n.cm-2. 
Transfer Technique 
In the transfer technique (fig. 2) only the converter screen is 
exposed directly to neutrons. The metal screen, placed in the neu-
tron beam, becomes radioactive in proportion to the intensities in 
the spatial neutron image. The screen is subsequently transferred 
from the neutron beam to a. dark room where it is placed in close 
contact with the X-ray film using a vacuum cassette. The radioactive 
emission from the screen then produces an image on the film. 
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For the transer technique a material must be chosen which is 
rapidly activated and has a rapid decay, so that it can be used 
again. Indium and dysprosium are the most commonly used materials. 
The transfer method offers the advantage that the film, which 
is not present in the neutron beam, is not exposed to gamma-radia-
tion from a radioactive object or from gamma-rays in the neutron 
beam itself. 
The more energetic 0-particles emitted by the transfer screens 
have sufficient energy to penetrate normal photosensitive film 
completely. Thus both emulsions of a double coated X-ray film will 
contribute appreciably to the film density and to the unsharpness. 
To avoid the latter it is important to use single coated films. 
For the transfer technique mainly indium and dysprosium foils 
are used. Dysprosium is a harder metal and therefore easier to 
handle and maintain. It also has a higher thermal cross section 
and longer halflife. Therefore, it can be used with weaker neutron 
beams. 
For a 100 pm Dy converter an exposure to neutrons of 3 x 10^ 
n.cm- , followed by an exposure of several half-lives of the conver-
ter to a medium speed X-ray film, will be needed. A spatial resolu-
tion of 50 pro can be reached with a single coated film. 
Track-etch Technique 
For neutron radiography of radioactive objects (such as irra-
diated nuclear fuel) nitrocellulose film is used as a neutron de-
tector. This is a dielectric material which can detect charged par 
tides by the radiation damage caused in it. Those charged partic-
les are produced by an a-emitting converter screen. The radiation 
damage is made visible by etching in hot sodium hydroxide solution 
(e.g., in 105£ NaOH for 45 min at 50°C). The nitrocellulose film, 
sandwiched between two a-emitting converter screens, is placed di-
rectly in the neutron beam (fig. 2) as it is insensitive to gamma-
rays. As the nitrocellulose film is also insensitive to visible 
light the consecutive etching need not be done in a dark room. 
Nitrocellulose film is available (from Kodak-Pathe, France) for 
neutron radiography in two film/converter variations. The first 
consists of a 100 vim thick sheet of cellulose nitrate coated on 
both sides with lithium borate dispersed in a water-soluble binder, 
which acts as a converter screen by means of the (n,a) reaction 
(C.N 85 Type B). After irradiation the lithium borate coating is 
removed by washing and then the film itself is etched. 
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The second variation consists of the same CN 85 nitrocellulose 
film (without coating) which is sandwiched between two converter 
screens (BN 1) made from natural boron, a (n, ) converter. This 
converter is coated on a 100 Vm thick, very stable, polyester base 
and can be reused indefinitely. The efficiency of the BN 1 is higher 
than that of the CN 85 Type B and therefore requires expo ure times 
only slightly longer than those for the transfer technique (with 
Dy converter and slow X-ray film). To establich perfect contact 
between the converter and nitrocellulose film the use of a vacuum 
cassette is essential. 
When comparing nitrocellulose and X-ray films as media for 
neutron radiography one can see that although the contrast on the 
nitrocellulose film is weaker the definition is better. A spatial 
resolution of 25V a can be obtained. In comparison to the transfer 
technique there is no saturation of the converter; this can be 
advantageous when using low-intensity neutron sources. There is no 
handling of an active converter, as in the transfer method. Finally, 
one shall mention the possibility of stopping the etching processing 
at intermediate stages. After evaluating the neutron radiograph at 
that stage the etching of the same nitrocellulose film can be 
further continued. Thus from a single exposure one can have several 
neutron radiographs of different densities and contrast. 
VIEWING OF NEUTRON RADIOGRAPHS 
Viewing neutron radiographs produced by the direct or transfer 
method on X-ray film creates no special problems. Neutron radio-
graphs produced by the track-etch technique on the other hand are 
unsuited for direct viewing because of their low contrast. The 
contrast can be significantly improved by printing the film on a 
high contrast film, using a point source enlarger. However, the 
nitrocellulose film can be directly examined by placing it between 
two polarizing filters. 
DYNAMIC IMAGING 
Although methods of dynamic imaging could more appropriately be 
called neutron fluoroscopy than neutron radiography, they vill be 
shortly reviewed here. The principle of a TV system of neutron 
fluoroscopy is shown in fig. 3« 
A more sophisticated sytem uses neutron image intensifier tubes 
[ 4] with a front gadolinium screen. The secondary electrons from it 
are accelerated on to a scintillator screen on which the neutron 
picture can be observed. This neutron tube (or neutron camera) can 
be used with a TV system (camera and monitor) to provide a remote 
display and recording. 
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Fig. 3» TV neutron fluoroscopy 
One of the most impressive applications of neutron fluoroscopy 
has been the cold neutron fluoroscopy of a running aircraft gas 
turbine engine or a car engine, in order to establish the dynamic 
distribution of the lubricating oil through the oil passages within 
the engine [ 4l • 
STANDARDIZATION 
As neutron radiography is a relatively new technique there are 
only few standards in that field. Besides the ASTM standardization 
[ 5 ] the Euratom Neutron Radiography Working Croup has started simi-
lar activity in 1979. As~a result of~this, a~new edition of a neu-
tron radiography atlas [6] will be published soon [7]. It will 
contain reference neutron radiographs of nuclear reactor fuel. 
Under the NRWG test program beam purity and sensitivity indica-
tors, together with a special calibration fuel pin [3I arc tested 
at present in 14 1 cilities of the NRWG. The purpose of this pro-
gram is to choose the best image quality indicators for neutron 
radiography of nuclear fuel and to determine with which accuracy 
and by which methods dimensions from neutron radiographs can best be 
measured. 
REACTOR INSTALLATIONS 
Reactor installations for neutron radiography can be 
categorized in various ways. 
There are those installations (the majority) where the 
reactor already existed before planning of a radiography beam. 
There are some reactors, however, that were commissioned 
specifically for neutron radiography, such as t'ie MIRENE reactors 
- 9 -
TABLB I 
Mastera Burope 
Sampia Rnvtron Radiograph? Projecte 
Country 
Austria 
Belgiiai 
Denmark 
Pinland 
Pranca 
Ceraany 
Italy 
Retherlande 
Spain 
Swadaa 
O.K. 
Location 
Vienna 
MOL 
liao 
Otaaiaai 
Cadaraeha 
Cranobla 
Saelay 
Valdue 
Caaathact 
Karlsruhe 
Caaaeeia 
Pattan 
•ilbao 
Studevlk 
Aldaraaaton 
Harwell 
laaetor 
Triga 
Sti 
BR2 
DU 
Triga 
LDAC 
Maluaine 
Siloa 
Oairia 
laia 
Orpbaa 
Hirana 
PtCl 
FRC2 
PR2 
Triga 
LPI 
HPR 
ARB1 
R2 
R2-0 
Harald 
Dl DO 
Tugoalavia Ljubljana Triga 
in Pranca and cha TRIGA reactor« at Argonaa and Banford in tba 
U.S.A. 
Tbara ara thoaa (tba majority) whara neutron radiography 
ia only incidental to tha aain raactor prograa, but othere, eucb 
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IX 
»M»fcfc M M • a J •• 
BOCCB • U U I 
Saaplo Saatroa tatfiografhy frojocto 
CO—tgf/itOtO 
C4IAPA 
UVITCD tXaAS 
California 
Gaorgia 
Xaaho 
Vov Maxico 
Oragoe 
Taxaa 
Vaahiagtoa 
looatioa 
Chalk livar 
•aaUtoa 
tao Diago 
Saa Diago 
•alacitoe 
Atlanta 
Argoaaa 
faalia 
Corvallia 
Collogo 
ftatioa 
Maaffor« 
laaecor 
nn 
6.A. HU 
6.A. MCF 
Anrotaat 
CTU 
Traat 
Trig« 
ACPI 
OtTt 
Triga 
Triga 
aa tha aoaaareial AUØXSST aa* Øoaoral gloetric roaetoro lo taa 
OfA vhick at« aaoportoa' priaarily fcr iaca— naraa* fra« aaatroa 
radiography. 
Aaotkor ohvieat iivioioa la hotvooa tko aaoi oriaarilv far 
iaapoctioa of raaetor fool aa* tko aaai for laayoctioa of 
aoa-ra4ioaetiva okjocto. 
laolaa 1-3 liat aoro ootailoi iafoiaatloa oa aoaa of Cfco 
raaator kaaaé aoatroa radiography oyatosa ia variooo aoaatriaa, 
Alaoot aay raaaorah raaator aaa proviso tko kaao for a aoatroa 
radiographic facility, aai thooo raago fros aaito •ophlotioatat to 
oaito aiapla iaospoaaivo oyotoM. for thooo raaator oporatori or 
raaator aaara aet oblo to ottoa* tko rotoat firat Vorl4 Coaforaaoa 
oa Raotroa laolography a aoakor of poiata froa thooo prooooiiago 
eaa oaafolly ko aaaaariaoi koro. 
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TABU III 
Saaple 
Country 
Australia 
iraail 
India 
Iadoaaala 
Xaraal 
Japaa 
Mexico 
South Africa 
oset 
Other lagioa« 
Neutron Radiography Projects 
Location 
Lueae Heights 
lie 
Sao Paolo 
Ealpakkaa 
Raadaag 
Jaari 
Kyoto Øaiv 
Peliadaba 
Auri 
Reactor 
•ifar 
Argaoeet 
1 IAft-1 
dna 
APSara 
0-233 3 0 W 
Triga 
JRR-2 
JRR-3 
JRR-4 
•SRR 
nm 
Safari 1 
MR 
UT-6 
W l 
Faat laaetor 
IDKAS FOR UACTOR OWNERS 
Diversity of Application« 
Raaaareb raaetor operators interestsd, challaoging, aad 
perhaps fioaaeially reverdiag raaaareb projaeta should not 
overlook tba rapidly espaadiag range of applieatioaa for nautron 
radiography. Signifieaat progroaa baa reeeatly seen reported, 
concerning neutron radiographic potentiel in such fields aa 
bioaedieiae (Oenaaay), Deatietry (France), Metallurgy 
(Yugoslavia), lagiae Peeolopaeat (Rritaia) aad Foroasie Science 
(Ceaedc). la too USA, taeaaiques iavolviag filtered 
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(Oaiveraity of Hichigae), cold beau (6.A. Technology) pwleed 
baas* (Oregon Scac« Qaiveraity) aad Computed Tonography (DOB) alao 
indicate cba ranga of promising research topic«. 
Iaapactioe of Oam Fa*l 
Baaetor earner« should alao raaaia awara that aaatroa 
radiography caa occaaioaally a« meefal for iaterael iaapactioa 
aaada. Tba claaaic example ia that of tb« aatariala teetlag 
raaetora for pariodic iaapaccioa of la pit« axmeriammte. Other 
eaeee iaclada aee of tba Oragoa-IUCA raaeCor Co iaepact lea ova 
raaetor foal by a coabiaatioa of hV-raya aad X-ray«. 
Sala of •mrplma amactore 
Ae time« ehaag« cbo apacific aaoda for raaaarcb rector« 
ebaaga. Ia tba laat eereral yaara la tba 01* tbraa T t K * reactor« 
have baaa aeaairad epeciflcally for aaatraa radiograpby (too at 
•aaford aad aaa at Argoaaa Wear.), laeb baa parcbaaod eecoad-haad 
raactor coapoaaate. Uaivareitiea whoee aaada for a taaebiag 
raaetor have daeliaod aay wish to kaap iaforaod of fatura daaaad 
for traaafarrad roaetora for oa-eite aaatroa radiography. 
SOMUftY 
Neutron radiography ia a aaall, hot expending field of 
applieatioa for raaaarch raaetora. At a racaat ceafaraaea ever 
200 raaaarebara froa aixty (é0) eoatara rapartad progrooa ia a 
diversity of technique«. Neutron radiograpby play« a aiaor part 
ia th« prograaa of aoat reactors, aad a doaiaaat part ia ttaa rola 
of aoao raaetora. Ia Europa tha U N of existing raaetora for 
aeutroe radiography of auelaar fool ia of aajor iaportaaea. Ia 
tba DSA neutron radiography ia a driving forea behind new raaaareh 
reactor installation« aad tha poaeibla aala of surplus raaetora. 
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USE AND DEVELOPMENT OF LOW AND 
MEDIUM FLUX RESEARCH REACTORS 
NEUTRON RADIOGRAPH? WITH THE DR-1 REACTOR 
AT RIS* NATIONAL LARORATORY 
J.C. Doaanus 
Ris# National Laboratory 
Roskilde, Denaarfc 
ABSTRACT 
The Danish reactor No 1 (DR-1), a homogenous solution 
type, provides at maximum power of 2 kV two parallel neutron 
beams of l.S and 1.4 x 106 n.car2 ,s _ i at the object 
to be radiographed. This facility is used aainly for 
the control of irradiated nuclear fuel which is transported 
from Risø Hot Cells to the DR-1 in dual purpose transport/ 
exposure containers. Routine neutron radiography is perform-
ed by using the transfer technique. Two exposures are Bade 
simultaneously on 4 x 12 ca Dy foils 100 pm thick. Typical 
exaaples of defects revealed in light water reactor fuel 
were chosen to produce a classification of defects, illu-
strated in a special atlas of reference radiographs. Ris« 
has initiated standardization work within Euratea, where 
a Neutron Radiography Working Croup was created, under 
Danish chairmanship. Beam purity and sensitivity indicators, 
and calibration fuel pins were designed and produced and 
arc now used throughout Euratoa NR centers to test the 
radiographic quality and accuracy of dimensional measure-
ments froa neutron radiographs. 
RISØ DOUBLE-BEAN NEUTRON RADIOGRAPHY FACILITY 
The DR-1, a homogenous solution type, designed by Atomics 
International, orovides a maxiaua theraal neutron flux of 
6.1010 n.ca"2.s~r at aaximua power of 2 kW. The spherical cere tank 
has a diameter of 32 ca and is positioned at center of a graphite 
- 11 -
- 14 -
cylinder with a diaaeter of 152 c» (see fig. 1 and [1]). It Mas 
adapted for neutron radiography by rcaoving froa the reflector 
(1) two graphite blocks (3) positioned tangentially to the reactor 
core (2),thus peraiting the neutrons to eaerge, through the reactor 
shielding as two bcaas of 1.8 and 1.4 x 10 n.ca .s~* (at the 
object to be radiographed). 
Pig. 1. Dual-beaa neutron radiographic facility 
The irradiated nuclear fuel rods are transported froa the 
Not Cells to the DR-1 in a dual purpose transport/exposure con-
tainer (5). A steel rod (6) is attached to the back of this con-
tainer, enabling the fuel rod (8) to be pushed out of the con-
tainer and positioned in the two neutron ports. This part of 
the rod which has left the shielding container (5) enters a shield-
ed enclosure nade of concrete (7). The iaaging foils are intro-
duced behind the fuel rod by »cans of a aechanisa (9) consisting 
of two curved guides, which accoaaodate the foils and press thea 
toward the rod. The neutron beaa, originates at the reactor core 
(2) and is colliaated in the graphite colliaator, having an inlet 
of 2 ca (vertically) x 8 CM (horisontally), and an outlet of 
10 x 10 ca. The distance between the inlet point and exposure 
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surface is 220 c«, which gives an L/D ratio of 110 (in the 
vertical direction). The cadmiua ratio is 4.2 at the left port 
and 3.S at the right. 
T*o transport/exposure containers are available: one to 
accomodate fuel rods up to 2.5 • in length and the other up to 
4-5 •• The fuel rods are placed in 1 1 • thick Al tube, which 
protects the container froa contamination and Manipulates the 
fuel rod via a steel rod which is fastened to one of its ends 
and to which a square or hexagonalplate (6) can be affixed. Thus, 
a rotation in steps of 90* or 60" of the rod is possible. 
EXF3SURE PROCEDURE 
Neutron radiography is perforaed by the transfer aethod. 
A 100 MB Dy converter foil is used which is introduced through 
the guiding mechanist* (9) to be in close contact with the fuel 
rod. After an exposure of about 30 ain for Agfa Cevaert Structurix 
D4 fila or 90 Bin for Kodak single-coated Industrex SR fila, 
the Dy foil is reaoved frca the exposure mechanism (9) and trans-
ported to the darkrooa. Here X-ray fila is placed at both sides 
01 the foil and fiias and foil are inserted into a plastic vacuum 
casette. The filas are exposed by the Dy foil overnight and are 
developed next day. The fuel rod is aoved in 10 ca steps to radio-
graph its entire length. 
At the bottoa of each neutron port two cobalt wires are 
located which serve to provide a positioning index on each fila. 
The developed filas are eventually assembled in such a way as 
to give a single neutron radiograph of the whole fuel rod. 
APPLICATION 
The principal application of the Ris# RR facility is the 
nondestructive examination of irradiated reactor fuel. Up till 
now the examinations have comprised 3 • long power reactor fuel 
rods as well as 15-200 ca long rods irradiated in test reactors. 
Rod diameters are in the range 10-15 am. The irradiation exposure 
of those fuel rods ranges from 1,000 HW/tU (a few weeks of ir-
radiation) up to beyond 50,000 NVd/tU (corresponding to several 
years' exposure). 
The purpose of radiographing irradiated fuel is to check 
the integrity of and detect/locate defects and dimensional changes 
in the fuel rod as a whole as well as its individual components. 
KR is used partly as a supplement to other nondestructive tech-
niques, and partly for the characterisation of features which 
would otherwise require destructive examination. 
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REFERENCE KEITROK RADIOGRAPHS 
During the assessment of neutron radiographs sone typical 
defects of the fuel were found and it was felt that a classifica-
tion of such defects will speed up the assessment procedure. 
Therefore, an attempt was made to establish such a classification. 
This classification was presented in [2]. 
As a contribution to the standardization work in the field 
of neutron radiography started in 1979 (under Danish chaiiaanship) 
by the Euratom Neutron Radiography Vorfcing Croup(KRVG) thi« unique 
NR atlas will be published in 1983 in a revised and enlarged 
version in English and French (3 J- It contains 15? neutron radio-
graphs on film (original size) as well as on paper (twiceenlarged) 
showing different fuel rod parts as fabricated and with different 
defects occurring in them. In particular cracks, chips, change 
of shape or location, voidage, inclusions and different nuclear 
properties in fuel itself are shown followed by defects in clad-
ding (such as corrosion) and plenum. Finally defects in plugs 
and different instrumentation of the fuel pins are shown. The 
atlas contains also NR terminology in 6 languages (of the countri-
es participating in NRVC). 
QUALITY STANDARDS 
For the sake of testing the radiographic image quality and 
accuracy of dimensional measurements from neutron radiographs 
of reactor fuel the NRVC has decided to produce and test special 
indicators developed for that purpose. They are the following: 
beam purity indicator RFI, beam purity indicator-fuel RPI-F, 
sensitivity indicator SI and calibration fuel pin CFP-E1. Those 
indicators, fabricated at Risø were distributed among all NRVC 
participants and are tested under a special NRVG test program. 
Beam Purity Indicators 
The neutron beam and image system parameters that contribute 
to filn exposure and thereby affect overall image quality can 
be assessed by the use of beam purity indicators, (fig. 2 and 
3). 
The beam purity indicator DPI was produced according to 
the ASTM standard (4 !• For controlling the neutron beam components, 
in nuclear fuel radiography the NRVC has developed a special 
bean purity indicator-fuel BP1-F which is a modification of the 
ASTM BPI. A key feature of the above devices is the ability to 
make a visual analysis of their images for subjective quality 
information. Densitometric measurements of the image of the 
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devices permit quantitative determination cf radiographic con-
trast, low-energy gamma contribution, pair-production contribu-
tion, ima^ .e lunsharpness and information regarding film and pro-
cessing quality. 
Fig. 2. Beam purity indicator BPI Fig. 3. Beam puritv indicator-
fuel BrI-F* 
Sensitivity Indicator 
Fig. 4. Sensitivity indicator SI 
The sensitivity indicator SI designed according to [47 (shown 
in fig. 4) basically combines a hole gage and cap face into a 
small sinele device. The holes are sised to be smaller than can 
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be seen by conventional neutron radiography, and they increase 
progressively in sise. Similarly, the gaps, foraed by Al shias 
between sheets of acrylic resin, cover a range that is useful 
for all facilities. 
Calibration Fuel Pin 
As aentioned in [4]: "It is recoaaended that the only truly 
valid sensitivity indicator is a aaterial or component, equivalent 
to the part being neutron radiographed, with a known standard 
discontinuity (reference standard comparison part)". Such a 
"reference standard comparison part" for nuclear fuel pins is 
the calibration fuel pin CFP-E1, shown in fig. 4. 
Fig. 47. Calibration fuel pin CFF-E1 
Froa neutron radiographs of the CFP-E1 both axial as well 
as radial dimensions can be read. The results of those measure-
ments shall be compared with true dimensions as given in the 
CFP-E1 certificate. Thus the accuracy of dimensional measurements 
froa neutron radiographs can be determined. 
NKVC Test Prograa 
The beaa purity indicators (BPI and BPI-F), sensitivity 
indicators (SI), and calibration fuel pins (CFP-E1) were sent 
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ve all members of the KRWG. They arc tested under a special KRVC 
test program. Following its completion conclusions will be drawn 
about the adequacy of using of the particular indicators as 
quality standards for neutron radiography of nuclear fuel. It 
will also be possible to draw conclusions on the best Methods 
and instruments to be used for accurately measuring the dimensions 
of nuclear fuel components from neutron radiographs. 
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S u m m a r y 
Like in other fields of industrial radiography it was 
necessary to classify defects revealed by neutron radiography 
and produce standard reference radiographs of different compo-
nents of nuclear fuel, for which a classification of neutron 
radiographie findings was given. Neutron radiographic tech-
niques used in the examination of nuclear fuel were reviewed 
Examples of neutron radiographic findings in pelletized, 
annular and vibro-compacted fuel, its cladding, plenum, plugs 
and instrumentation were given, extracted from a recently 
published collection of reference neutron radiographs prepared 
by the Euratom Neutron Radiography Working Croup. 
) Work performed under contract with Risø National 
Laboratory. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
In other fields of industrial radiography defects w**ch can 
be revealed by radiography have been classified and reference 
radiographs, showing typical defects (e.g. in weldings or castings) 
have been completed and published long ago. No such classification 
nor reference radiographs did until recently exist in the field 
of neutron radiography. 
The assessment of neutron radiographs of nuclear fuel eleaents 
can be auch easier, faster and siapler if reference can be made 
to typical defects, which can be revealed by neutron radiography. 
Therefore it was felt that a classification of such defects will 
help to speed up the assessment procedure. Therefore an attempt 
was made by the Risø National Laboratory to establish such a clas-
sification. 
Since 1974 neutron radiography is routinely used at Risø for 
the quality and performance control of nuclear fuel. During the 
assessment of neutron radiographs taken mainly during the post 
irradiation examination of light water reactor fuel typical defects 
of the fuel were found and a classification of those defects was 
made. 
This classification together with a collection of 36 neutron 
radiographs illustrating those defects was published in 1979 in 
[1]. This atlas of neutron radiographs was presented as Risø's 
contribution to the Neutron Radiography Working Croup (NRWG) 
constituted within the European Community in 1979* It was accepted 
by the NRWG as a first step of a more complete collection of neu-
tron radiographs of nuclear reactor fuel with radiographs origina-
ting from all NRWG members. The Risø collection was further descri-
bed in [2]. 
In 1982 a Sub-Group with the task of compiling a new edition 
of the reference neutron radiography collection was constituted 
within NRWG. As a result of the work of this Sub-Group "Reference 
Neutron Radiographs of Nuclear Reactor Fuel" were published in 
1984 I 3 ) • In this publication classification of neutron radiogra-
phic findings (in light water and fast reactor) is given together 
with 158 examples of defects" in nuclear fuel as well as its 
different parts as fabricated. The text of this collection is 
produced both in English and French. Special terms used throughout 
the collection as well as some useful ones in the field of neutron 
radiography, are given in Danish, Dutch, English, French, German 
and Italian. 
Some of the neutron radiographs of nuclear fuel were reproduced 
also in [4 ]• 
'•'<) The term "defect" is used to designate a change in appearence 
shown on an original radiograph of a particular part of the 
fuel as fabricated, to that shown on a subsequent radiograph, 
usually post irradiation. 
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2. FUEL COMPONENTS 
Soae typical examples of nuclear fuel pins are given on fig. 
i where all the components of the pins are listed. They represent 
pelletized, annual and vibro-coapacted fuel. 
-(Qhiel 1 
H{Xa) Bottom plug y ~ ( Q Pellet-to-pettet gap 
( Q Pellets -
PLUG (A) FUEL ( S ) CLADDING ( C ) PUHUH-^ ( D ) PLUG 
Cm) Top of fuel column to plug 
E.b) Pressure transducer 
Fig. 1. Exanples of nuclear fuel pins 
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3. CLASSIFICATION OF NEUTRON RADIOGRAPHIC FINDINGS 
The classification of different findings on neutron radiographs 
of nuclear fuel, adopted by the NRVG, is listed below: 
0. (Fuel pin part)AS FABRICATED 3- CHANGE OF SHAPE OR LOCATION 
1. 
1.1 
1.2 
1-3 
1.4 
1.5 
2. 
2.1 
2.2 
2.3 
2.4 
4. 
4.1 
4-2 
4-3 
5. 
5-1 
5.2 
5-3 
CRACKS 
Randon 
Longitudinal 
Transverse 
Annular 
Stratified 
CHIPS 
Corner 
Other 
In pellet-to-pellet 
Missing 
VOIDAGE 
In one pellet 
gap 
Through several pellets 
Through whole 
INCLUSIONS 
Of Plutoniua 
Of poison 
Other 
fuel coluan 
3-1 
3-2 
3-3 
3-4 
3-5 
3-6 
3.7 
3-8 
3-9 
Enlarged or swollen 
Contracted 
Filled-up or closed 
Defomed 
Broken 
Dislocated 
Extended 
Accumulated 
Restructured 
3.10 Melted 
3.11 Disintegrated 
3.12 Migrated 
6. 
6.1 
6.2 
6.3 
7-
7.1 
7.2 
CORROSION 
Hydrides 
Oxides 
Other 
NUCLEAR PROPERTIES 
Different enrichaem 
Different burn-up 
8. COOLANT 
8.1 Present 
8.2 Absent 
4. NEUTRON RADIOGRAPHIC TECHNIQUES 
In neutron radiography performed with silver-halide filns 
(X-ray filas) two exposure techniques are used: the direct and 
the transfer technique. The first is used for non-radioactive 
objects, whereas the second mist be used for radioactive ones 
(such as e.g. irradiated nuclear fuel). For radioactive objects 
the nitrocellulose fil« and the track etch technique gives the 
best results. The principles of all those three techniques are 
shown on fig. 2. 
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Irradiation Dark-room processing Irradiation 
Fig. 2. Neutron radiographic techniques 
All the above techniques were used in the NRNC collection [ 3] 
5. EXAMPLES OF NEUTRON RADIOGRAPHIC FINDINGS 
Fro« 158 neutron radiographic findings assembled in [3] some 
typical examples are given below (as enlargements of original 
radiographs on film). 
On fig. :] examples of pelletrised fuel are given, whereas 
fig. 4 shows annular fuel, and fig. 5 vibro-compacted fuel. Clad-
ding is shown on fig. 5, plenum on fig. 7, plug on fig. 8 and 
instrumentation on fig. 9. As in the collection 131 the examples 
include also radiographs of nuclear fuel as fabricated (before 
irradiation). Thus it is easier to identify the changes which 
have occured in the fuel during irradiation. 
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Fig.3a. Palletized fuel as fabrica+.wrt 
i 
Fig.3.c. Longitudinal cracks in pellets 
i i iiiiiiitoeilliiillilltiTiiiTllif 
Fig.3«. Inclusions of Pu in pellets 
Fig.4b. Accumulation of Pu in central void 
Fig.3b. Random cracks in pellets 
Fig.4a. Annular fuel as fabricated 
Fig.5a. Vibrc-compacted fuel as fabricated 
3% 
Fig.Sb. Missing chips in vibro-compacted fuel 
Fig.7b. *>lenu». Dislocated Insulating disc 
, Fig.9a. Melted thermocouple 
Fig.6a. Deforaed oladding 
« • • • • # * « > 
* i i å å * * 4 
Fig 7a. Plan«. Spring as fabricated 
Fig.8. lottorn plug as fabricated 
Fig.9b. Diaaater gauge as fabricated 
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Abstract 
This is a collection of three papers, written foi 
presentation on two international conferences. 
The first paper: "Neutron radiography. Techniqu 
and facilities", written by J. P. Barton of N-R»y 
Engineering Co. La Jolla, CA, USA and J.C.Donanu! 
was presented at the International Synposiun on 
the Use and Development of Low and Medium Flux 
Reactors at the Massachusets Institute of Tech-
nology, Cambridge, Mass. USA, 16-19 October 1983 
The second paper.: "Neutron radiography with the 
DR-1 reactor at Ris# National Laboratory" writ-
ten by J. C. Domanus, was presented at the sane 
Symposiun. 
The third paper: "Defects in nuclear fuel revea-
led by neutron radiography", written by J. C. 
Dcmanus is accepted for presentation on 18 Oc-
tober 1*84 to the 3rd European Conference on 
Nondestructive Testing, Florence, Italy, 15-18 
Octobar 19e4. 
While the first paper describes the principles 
of neutron radiographic techniques and faciliti-
es, the second one describes an example of such 
facility and the third gives an example of appli-
cation of neutron radiography in the field of 
nuclear fuel. 
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